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TRAINING
PRESENTATION
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Training Presentation Sections
Click on a box to go to that section.

Section 1: Plan and 
Prepare for Work

Section 2: Place and Fix  
Reinforcement

Section 3: Conclude 
Operations
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Section 1:
Plan and Prepare for Work
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CPCCSF20041.1 Introduction

This unit is based on the national unit of competency 
CPCCSF2004 Place and Fix Reinforcement Materials.

You will learn about:
Planning and preparing for work.
Placing and fixing reinforcement for concrete.
Checking reinforcement and cleaning up.

You are required to complete the national unit 
of competency CPCCWHS2001 Apply WHS in 
the Construction Industry (or its equivalent) 
before beginning this course.

This unit is based on the national unit of competency CPCCSF2004 Place and Fix 
Reinforcement Materials.

You will learn about:

Planning and preparing for work.

Placing and fixing reinforcement for concrete.

Checking reinforcement and cleaning up.

You are required to complete the national unit of competency CPCCWHS2001 
Apply WHS in the Construction Industry (or its equivalent) before beginning this 
course.
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CPCCSF20041.1.1 Concrete Reinforcement

Concrete is a cement mix with aggregates (sand, gravel, 
stones, crushed rock etc.) that help to make it stronger.

Concrete is extremely strong in compression. You can squeeze 
it and use it to support large amounts of weight. Unfortunately 
it's much weaker in tension. It cracks or snaps easily if you 
bend or stretch it. This is why it is important to 
reinforce it with steel.

Concrete is a cement mix with aggregates (sand, gravel, stones, crushed rock etc.) 
that help to make it stronger.

Concrete is extremely strong in compression. You can squeeze it and use it to 
support large amounts of weight. Unfortunately it's much weaker in tension. It 
cracks or snaps easily if you bend or stretch it. This is why it is important to 
reinforce it with steel.
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CPCCSF20041.1.1 Concrete Reinforcement

Reinforced concrete is made by casting wet concrete around 
strong, steel reinforcing bars, tied together to make a cage or 
using mesh sheets resting on bar chairs. When the concrete 
sets and hardens around the bars or mesh the concrete holds 
together well in either tension or compression. Simply, the 
concrete resists squeezing (compressive strength), while the 
steel resists bending and stretching (providing 
the tensile strength).

Reinforced concrete is made by casting wet concrete around strong, steel 
reinforcing bars, tied together to make a cage or using mesh sheets resting on bar 
chairs. When the concrete sets and hardens around the bars or mesh the concrete 
holds together well in either tension or compression. Simply, the concrete resists 
squeezing (compressive strength), while the steel resists bending and stretching 
(providing the tensile strength).
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CPCCSF20041.1.1 Concrete Reinforcement

The steel bars generally have ridges on them (called rebar or 
deformed bar) that anchor them firmly inside the concrete 
without any risk of slipping around inside it.

Steel is used to reinforce concrete because it expands and 
contracts in the heat and cold roughly as much as concrete 
itself, which means it won't crack the concrete 
that surrounds it.

The steel bars generally have ridges on them (called rebar or deformed bar) that 
anchor them firmly inside the concrete without any risk of slipping around inside it.

Steel is used to reinforce concrete because it expands and contracts in the heat and 
cold roughly as much as concrete itself, which means it won't crack the concrete 
that surrounds it.
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CPCCSF20041.1.2 Reinforcement Materials

Concrete is reinforced using steel bars, mesh and different 
types of fibres. Different reinforcement materials have different 
limitations so it is extremely important that you always use the 
type of reinforcement material specified in the plans. This 
includes making sure it is the correct size and installed 
correctly.

Concrete is reinforced using steel bars, mesh and different types of fibres. Different 
reinforcement materials have different limitations so it is extremely important that 
you always use the type of reinforcement material specified in the plans. This 
includes making sure it is the correct size and installed correctly.
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CPCCSF20041.1.2 Reinforcement Materials

Steel Reinforcement

Two types of steel reinforcement used are bars or mesh.

Bars are normally rebar (has raised notches), while mesh may 
be made from either smooth or rebar.

Mesh sheets may also be referred to as welded wire fabric 
(WWF) reinforcement.

Steel Reinforcement

Two types of steel reinforcement used are bars or mesh.

Bars are normally rebar (has raised notches), while mesh may be made from either 
smooth or rebar.

Mesh sheets may also be referred to as welded wire fabric (WWF) reinforcement.
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CPCCSF20041.1.2 Reinforcement Materials

Typical bar diameters are:

12mm

16mm

20mm

24mm

Typical mesh sizes are:

SL42

SL52

SL62

SL72
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SL82
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CPCCSF20041.1.2 Reinforcement Materials

The SL stands for Square mesh Low Ductility and the numbers 
represent the nominal wire size (e.g. 4mm) and the wire 
spacing (e.g. 2 = 200mm).

Mesh comes in different shapes depending on the application. 
Examples are: 

Square mesh.
Rectangular mesh.
Trench mesh.
Girder wrap mesh.

The SL stands for Square mesh Low Ductility and the numbers represent the 
nominal wire size (e.g. 4mm) and the wire spacing (e.g. 2 = 200mm).

Mesh comes in different shapes depending on the application. Examples are:

Square mesh.

Rectangular mesh.

Trench mesh.

Girder wrap mesh.
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CPCCSF20041.1.2 Reinforcement Materials

Bar Chairs and Spacers

Reinforcement needs to be fixed in the right position to help 
control cracking. The reinforcement rests on bar chairs and 
must be securely fixed so it won’t move when concrete is 
poured around it.

These bar chairs and spacers keep the bars and mesh at the 
correct depth and distance from each other and the formwork.

Bar Chairs and Spacers

Reinforcement needs to be fixed in the right position to help control cracking. The 
reinforcement rests on bar chairs and must be securely fixed so it won’t move 
when concrete is poured around it.

These bar chairs and spacers keep the bars and mesh at the correct depth and 
distance from each other and the formwork.
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CPCCSF20041.1.2 Reinforcement Materials

Fibre Reinforcement

Synthetic fibres can be added to concrete to help minimise
plastic shrinkage (concrete shrinks as it dries) and can reduce 
the presence of excessive bleed water (water rising to the 
surface of freshly poured concrete). However, synthetic fibres
are not a replacement for mesh or bar 
reinforcement.

Fibre Reinforcement

Synthetic fibres can be added to concrete to help minimise plastic shrinkage 
(concrete shrinks as it dries) and can reduce the presence of excessive bleed water 
(water rising to the surface of freshly poured concrete). However, synthetic fibres 
are not a replacement for mesh or bar reinforcement.
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CPCCSF20041.1.2 Reinforcement Materials

Synthetic fibres can:

Synthetic fibers can:

Improve concrete mix cohesion.

Improve resistance to temperature changes.

Improve impact and abrasion resistance.

Increase resistance to plastic shrinkage during curing.

Improve structural strength.

Reduce crack widths and control the crack widths tightly.
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CPCCSF20041.1.2 Reinforcement Materials

Other fibre materials can be used including steel, glass and 
natural fibres depending on the job and concrete being used.

Other fibre materials can be used including steel, glass and natural fibres depending 
on the job and concrete being used.
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Section 1 Review Questions

1. List three (3) types of reinforcement 
material.
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Section 1 Review Questions

1. List three (3) types of reinforcement 
material.

Answer may include:
Steel bar.
Steel mesh.
Bar chairs.
Spacers.
Synthetic fibres.
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CPCCSF20041.2 Confirm Work Instructions

Before starting work you need to confirm exactly what the job 
is. Steelfixing may involve reinforcing concrete for foundations, 
pits and slabs, columns, walls, stairs, plinths, kerbs, gutters, 
pathways and hard standings.

You will need to identify the area where reinforcement needs 
to be installed. Refer to the plans to identify the relevant 
formwork.

Before starting work you need to confirm exactly what the job is. Steelfixing may 
involve reinforcing concrete for foundations, pits and slabs, columns, walls, stairs, 
plinths, kerbs, gutters, pathways and hard standings.

You will need to identify the area where reinforcement needs to be installed. Refer 
to the plans to identify the relevant formwork.
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